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Deutsche Bank AG
Strides in profitability show bank's credit positive restructuring
is solidly on track

Deutsche Bank AG (DB; A2/A2 positive, baa31) has made substantial strides to cut costs,
solidify its revenue base and raise its underlying profit potential. Stronger, more diverse
earnings, if sustained, will buffer the more volatile results of DB's capital markets business in
adverse markets and – together with the bank's meaningfully lower expense base – equip the
bank to achieve the financial targets set out in its strategic overhaul just two summers ago.
This prospect, along with DB's existing credit strengths of keeping sound capital and liquidity,
are reflected in our 4 August upgrade of the bank’s ratings with a positive outlook.

» DB looks set to substantially and sustainably improve its returns. The bank's
profitability is still modest compared with global investment bank (GIB) peers. But the
earnings struggles of its retail and corporate banking segments will abate as margin
pressure from ultralow interest rates fades. And investment banking revenue will benefit
from DB's regained market share in the segment. Positive operating leverage will also be
supported by the bank's sustained lower cost base.

» The bank's loan book is well diversified, with moderate risk concentrations. DB's
€445 billion loan book is well spread across regions, segments and asset classes. About
half of its lending is directed to German retail and corporate customers, and we estimate
exposures to riskier commercial real estate (CRE) and leveraged debt capital markets
(LDCM) to account for only a combined 9% of total gross loans. DB also has low exposure
to unsecured consumer lending.

» Sound capital and strong liquidity provide sturdy buffers against losses. The bank
expects to maintain a Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital ratio of around 13% for 2021
and potentially beyond, providing it with a good capital base to absorb anticipated asset-
quality deterioration and resulting negative rating migration. DB's substantial pool of
high-quality liquid assets remains a comparative credit strength of the group and has
significantly reduced its refinancing risk.

» DB’s sharpened focus on sustainability and attention to fast-evolving
environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards are also credit positive.
The bank will accelerate organizational changes to enhance the management of key
carbon transition and physical climate risks, as well as to mitigate the crystallization of
these risks. The efforts will also help keep DB's risk practices and business model ahead of
the curve as bank-focused climate regulation tightens.

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1296593
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DB looks set to substantially and sustainably improve its returns
Since announcing its strategic overhaul in summer 2019, DB has regained earnings strength; reduced capital and leverage exposure
consumption; significantly lowered its operating costs; maintained strong liquidity; and reduced its dependence on confidence-sensitive
market funding. These achievements have enabled DB to finance its strategic overhaul without significantly lowering its key capital
ratios, leaving it on firmer ground than was achieved through previous, less fundamental restructurings.

Revenue stability puts DB on track to reach 2022 goals
A central element of DB's strategic transformation – next to meaningfully reducing its operating expense base – has been the refocus
of its capital markets activities, and revenue mix, on less capital-intensive businesses critical to growing its corporate client base, which
will be the core of its new business model. DB's ability to grow revenue during its restructuring has it ahead of schedule to meet its
2022 revenue goals (Exhibit 1), a credit positive in uncertain times.

During this process, DB has benefited from a favourable market environment and strong earnings generation in its capital markets
businesses, with the Investment Bank (IB) segment contributing 41% of group revenue in H1 2021. Such exceptional IB results may
not be sustainable, but the bank's recent market share gains and select growth investments in regions, products and technology will
equip it to safeguard its improved earnings potential and contain revenue or market share declines even in less favourable market
environments.

Exhibit 1

DB is well on track for 2022 revenue goals
Revenue by segment versus 2022 plan implied, in € billion
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LTM = Last twelve months; Exhibit only displays Core Bank revenue by segment and excludes other group revenue (-€409 million LTM Q2 2020 and -€36 million LTM Q2 2021).
Sources: Company reports, Moody's Investors Service

Maintaining solid IB revenue even under more difficult market conditions will be key to sustaining DB's new business model, as will
growing revenue within its retail and corporate banking franchises to generate consistent operating leverage. Market and earnings
volatility in DB’s now more fixed income-oriented capital markets franchise could also strain its still low profitability over the next
12-18 months.

So far, DB's refocus on higher-margin businesses within fixed-income and currencies has caused no visible client or revenue attrition.
Credit and securitized products are doing particularly well, and DB's solid global transaction banking franchise has gained further
traction. And even though the capital markets franchise is increasingly geared to fixed-income markets, the revenue mix is still
reasonably well diversified (Exhibit 2). Therefore, a slowdown in one or more areas should not inordinately reduce the IB's restored
revenue base, allowing it to sustain good earnings even in a more normalised market. Moreover, rising global interest rates, in particular
in the US, will improve results in the Corporate Bank (CB) and Private Bank (PB) segments from 2022 onward, helping offset revenue
weakness in the IB.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Exhibit 2

Revenue from Investment Bank segment remains reasonably well diversified
IB revenue split by type, 2021E*
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DCM = Debt Capital Markets (primary); ECM = Equity Capital Markets (primary); LDCM = Leveraged Debt Capital Markets; M&A = Mergers&Acquisitions.
Sources: Company reports, *Moody's Investors Service estimates

The bank has also recently accelerated initiatives related to its Sustainable Finance Taxonomy2 to serve the growing needs of global
corporates to adapt business models for sustainability goals. Early adoption of ESG policies and strategies will also help DB adapt its
solutions to clients' sustainability targets. The bank has already introduced ring-fenced sustainable transactions in trade and supply-
chain finance. These include financing structures with ESG-linked incentives and penalties if sustainability targets, based on measurable
key performance indicators, are not met. This revenue growth opportunity for DB could further help offset a slowdown in revenue from
capital markets operations as current favourable market conditions tail off later in 2021 and beyond. And it is just one example of how
DB is ahead of the competition in developing and bearing the costs of ESG products and risk-management capabilities (see closing
section).

Operating leverage will continue to benefit from achieved and ongoing cost reductions
In the second quarter of 2021, DB's adjusted costs declined 6% to €4.6 billion3, once again reflecting workforce reductions and other
cost efficiency gains. But this restructuring, as detailed above, has also delivered revenue gains, not attrition, so the cost cuts will
translate to materially improved operating leverage (Exhibit 3). DB expects its adjusted costs4 to be slightly above its original guidance
of around €16.7 billion in 20225, almost 20% below the starting point in summer 2019. This progress, if sustained, puts DB on track to
achieve its ambition of an 8% post-tax return on tangible equity by 2022, though it will still lag its global investment bank peers.

Exhibit 3

DB has regained operating leverage and is set to sustain it
Revenue* over cost^ growth, year-over-year, Q1 2019 - Q2 2021
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*Revenue excluding specific items as reported by DB. ^Costs adjusted in accordance with DB definition and excluding transformation charges.
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The bank's loan book is well diversified, with moderate risk concentrations
DB's €445 billion loan book remains well diversified by asset class and segment. About half of the bank's lending is directed to German
corporate and retail customers, with very low exposure to unsecured consumer lending (Exhibit 4). The bank's corporate customers
have leeway to cope with the coronavirus crisis without quickly becoming over-indebted, as indicated by Germany's low levels of
corporate and household debt of 63% and 59% of GDP6. The bank's German retail operations are focused on secured residential
mortgages with low loan-to-value (LTV) and very low delinquency ratios.

According to our estimates, concentrations in the sectors hit hardest by the pandemic, such as oil & gas, aviation, retail and leisure,
totaled a moderate €17 billion or 4% of the bank's loan book as of 30 June 2021. Similarly, we estimate larger risk exposures to
commercial real estate and leveraged debt capital markets to together account for about 9% of total gross loans7 as of the same date.
But these large absolute risk concentrations are mitigated by tight credit criteria, low LTVs, good underlying collateral and hedges.
Specifically:

» DB holds about €28 billion of CRE-related lending exposures8 on its balance sheet (Exhibit 5), focused on the United States (Aaa
stable) and Germany (Aaa stable). To date, no unexpected losses have occurred in the portfolio, even though hotels in the US make
up about 14% of the CRE exposures. The overall CRE book displays an average LTV of around 60% and has a high equity cushion.
The latter also applies to the bank's retail and office portfolios.

» DB's LDCM hold exposures amount to about €4 billion or 1% of gross loans. DB only funds first lien or super-senior tranches and
does not engage in funded term or even junior facilities. In addition to its hold book, we estimate DB engages (on average) in €7
billion of LDCM underwriting commitments, currently supported by buoyant markets for this asset class and usually rolling off
within weeks.

Exhibit 4

Focus on German home market will help contain loan losses
Gross loans by region, as of 30 June 2021*

Exhibit 5

DB's CRE book displays good asset-class diversification
Gross loans by type of collateral, as of 30 June 2021E*
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During H1 2021, DB's loan loss charges totaled €144 million, down significantly from €1.3 billion provided for in the first half of 2020.
The decline was partly driven by significantly lower Stage 3 provisions and some releases in Stage 1 and 2 loans (Exhibit 6), reflecting
an improved macroeconomic outlook. For 2021, DB now expects loan loss charges to come in at around 20 basis points (bps) of gross
loans (H1 2021: 7 bps), equivalent to approximately €900 million of charge-offs and already beating the 25-30 bps forecast for 2022
outlined at its December 2020 Investor Deep Dive. We believe these targets are realistic in light of the bank's diversified and Germany-
focused loan book in conjunction with the now improving macroeconomic outlook, which will help support profitability in 2021 and
potentially beyond, barring further reverses.
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Exhibit 6

Loan loss charges (LLC) declined materially and will stay well below 2020 levels (€ million)
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DB has also signaled more rapid changes in lending and investment portfolios to incorporate ESG criteria. This Sustainability Deep Dive,
covered in more detail below, will go beyond classic portfolio monitoring and shifts. DB will, for example, exit thermal coal mining
by year-end 2025 and also not lend to companies involved in arctic oil and gas exploration activities, deforestation or child labour.
More generally, it will steer its lending and investment exposures away from sectors that are very energy-intensive or highly pollutive.
The economic value of enterprises in such sectors could be strained by the decarbonisation plans of the German government and the
EU. A successful shift to sustainable lending would contain DB's asset impairment risks from clients and enterprises not in line with
government carbon emission goals, a credit positive.

Sound capital and strong liquidity provide sturdy buffers against losses
We expect DB to manage toward a CET1 capital ratio of around 13%. There is now a lower likelihood of DB's CET1 capital ratio dipping
below management’s medium-term guidance of 12.5% because of the large buffer it built while restructuring and the effects of further
regulatory tightening on risk-weighted assets fading. Further, DB targets a leverage ratio of 4.5% by 2022 (Q2 2021: 4.3% including
central bank cash), which would help it narrow the long-standing gap with peers.

The bank's CET1 capital ratio stood at 13.2% as of 30 June 20219, down 10 bps year-over-year (Exhibit 7) and down 50 bps sequentially.
The sequential decline was driven by regulatory tightening related to TRIM10 audits and certain internal model recalibrations.

Exhibit 7

DB's CET1 capital and leverage ratios are catching up with peers
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Sources: Company reports, Moody's Investors Service
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In addition to its solid capitalisation, DB maintains its comparatively high balance-sheet liquidity, a repeated credit positive. The bank
reported liquidity reserves of €254 billion as of 30 June 2021 (Exhibit 8), largely comprising central bank cash and other highly liquid
securities, which substantially mitigates the refinancing risks of its more confidence-sensitive wholesale market funding (€68 billion
MREL-eligible debt outstanding as of the same date). DB's liquidity reserve is also well above requirements stipulated by the liquidity
coverage ratio, which stood at 143% as of the end of June 2021 (net buffer: €67 billion).

Exhibit 8

High liquidity reserves offset refinancing risk of long-term wholesale debt funding
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DB’s sharpened focus on sustainability and attention to fast-evolving environmental, social and
governance standards are credit positive
DB set a target of delivering at least €200 billion in sustainable finance by 2023, including financing and assets under management,
to support Germany’s and the European Union’s goal to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. Of the €200 billion target volume, €105
billion is planned to come from the Investment Bank, €86 billion from the Private Bank and €30 billion from the Corporate Bank.
Volume growth will be fostered by a combination of dedicated ESG advisory concepts, increased client dialogue and the offering of
more ESG-related products.

The bank’s plan recently moved forward by two years from its initial 2025 endpoint, which will help foster environmental sustainability
in DB’s lending and investment portfolios and enables deeper rooting of its sustainability ambition in divisional targets, risk
management, policies and practices as well as through its corporate culture and client relationships. DB’s enhanced focus on
sustainability and full compliance with quickly evolving ESG and climate risk standards is credit positive because it will accelerate
organizational changes11 that will position the group to better manage and mitigate future crystallization of key environmental risks
such as carbon transition and physical climate risks. The efforts will also keep DB ahead of the curve of tightening bank-focused climate
regulation, which could help spread out and soften the eventual effects of such regulation on DB’s business model.

DB’s approach could also be beneficial for future stress tests, as stipulated by the European Central Bank (ECB) and European Banking
Authority (EBA), aimed at promoting the needed transparency in financial markets on banks’ exposures and embedding into the banks’
management more systematic and formal considerations with regard to the management of ESG risks. DB's accelerated sustainability
focus will help it gather and understand the data and develop the tools it needs to manage climate risks, prompting it to take a longer
term strategic view of climate change risks that may only materialise over very long time frames.
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Moody’s related publications
Issuer Comments

» Q2 2021: Revenue stability and cost control lift profitability potential, July 2021

» DB’s accelerated adoption of environmental, social and governance criteria is credit positive, May 2021

» Q1 2021: Continued progress in DB's transformation is credit positive, April 2021

» Franchise stability and continued cost control will help support DB's credit profile, December 2020

» Restructuring progress supports DB's asset performance, June 2020

» Continued strong execution and client retention will help support DB's credit profile, December 2019

» Discontinuation of merger talks with Commerzbank resets the focus to standalone execution and strategic options, April 2019

Issuer In-Depth Reports

» BNP Paribas, Deutsche Bank, HSBC Holdings and UniCredit: Tech investment and expansion outside core euro area markets will
drive increased returns from corporate banking, April 2021

» Rapid restructuring progress and clean balance sheet set bank on stable course to complete strategic overhaul, November 2020

» Sweeping revamp of business model will be credit positive when and if achieved, July 2019

» Scenario analysis: Deutsche Bank AG and Commerzbank AG, February 2019

» Cleaner balance sheet buys time to execute deep re-engineering, February 2018

Rating Actions

» Moody's upgrades Deutsche Bank AG's ratings, outlook positive, August 2021

Banking System Outlook

» Germany, March 2021

Rating Methodology

» Banks Methodology, July 2021

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available. All research may not be available to all clients.
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Endnotes
1 Unless indicated otherwise, the ratings shown in this report are the bank's deposit and senior unsecured debt ratings and corresponding outlook(s), as well

as the Baseline Credit Assessment (BCA).

2 Please see Deutsche Bank's Sustainable Finance homepage for more information.

3 Per DB disclosures, excluding transformation costs.

4 Per DB definition. Excludes transformation-related charges and the impact of the Global Prime Finance transfer to BNP Paribas in Q4 2021.

5 With its second quarter earnings, DB has removed its earlier €16.7 billion adjusted cost target for 2022 and has initiated additional cost reduction
initiatives to help offset external pressures. These pressures stem from increased size of the Single Resolution Fund (SRF) and related bank-levy payments
as well as higher-than-anticipated contributions to the German deposit protection scheme, adding approximately €400 million to the bank's expense base.
At the same time, the bank reaffirmed its 8% ROTE target for 2022 on the back of a better revenue performance and lower credit losses.

6 Data source is the European Central Bank's Statistical Data Warehouse - Summary Indicators Germany.

7 Exposures include hold positions as well as underwriting commitments.

8 This excludes commercial real estate collateral against loans booked in the International Private Bank.

9 Like other European banks, DB continues to benefit from the government's and regulators' coordinated response to the COVID-19-induced crisis, including
IFRS 9 transitional arrangements; the accelerated implementation of the EU’s ‘Quick Fix’ to Capital Requirement Regulation 2 (CRR2); and the ability to
meet part of its Pillar 2 capital requirements with other capital instruments such as Additional Tier 1 or Tier 2 capital, all of which have supported the
bank's capital ratio.

10 The targeted review of internal models (TRIM) was launched by the ECB at the beginning of 2016 with the aim of harmonizing supervised banks' internal
models to determine risk-weighted exposure amounts.

11 DB has established a dedicated Sustainability Committee, steered by the group's CEO, to coordinate strategy, plans and systems for the group and its
subsidiaries. DB has also started embedding climate risks into its existing frameworks. This group-wide oversight structure will allow DB’s board and senior
management to better understand and assess the financial risks from climate change that affect the group, allowing it to address and embed these risks
within the group's overall business strategy and risk appetite.
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